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WELCOME
Dear delegates,
It’s with great pleasure that we welcome you to the
inaugural SRP China conference here in Shanghai. A big
thank you to our sponsors and supporting partners who
have made this event possible.
It is fitting to hold SRP’s first China conference in the
beautiful “City upon the Sea”, where tradition meets
modernity. There are parallels with structured products,
a relatively modern creation which the financial industry
in China has skilfully adapted to the market by taking
into account the needs and investment traditions of
Chinese investors.
Why have we decided to launch what we hope is the
first of many annual SRP China conferences? Simply
put, because structured products are an increasingly
important investment vehicle for Chinese retail, highnet-worth (HNW) and corporate investors. Average
household incomes in China have surged over the last
twenty years (400% from 2002-2012 alone according to
CEIC data) and access to financial products and investor
education has increased commensurately. The total
value of private investable assets in China are estimated
to be 147 trillion yuan; HNWIs account for 39 trillion
yuan.
As markets become ever more dynamic and
interconnected and China becomes more prosperous,
investors are demanding the type of bespoke solutions
that structured products are designed to deliver.
Notably, the structured deposit balance of China’s
commercial banks reached a staggering 11.19 trillion
yuan at the end of March 2019, according to the latest
central bank data. This is just the structured deposit
market.

to the benefits of structured products, namely: predefined returns, capital protection and access to asset
classes usually reserved exclusively for HNWIs. In fact,
alongside a booming deposit market, we have seen
significant growth in more sophisticated over-thecounter (OTC) structured products such as equity and
indexed-linked notes sold by banks and asset managers.
And this is why we are here today – to assemble the
leading practitioners in the Chinese structured products
industry for a day of knowledge-sharing, thought
leadership and high-level networking designed to
educate, provoke thought and ultimately help grow the
industry.
We will start the day with an overview of the state of
play in the structured product market today, followed
by a session showcasing some of the lessons learned
in overseas markets. After coffee we’ll re-start with a
regulatory update and discussion designed to ensure
your business is compliant. Following lunch, the
afternoon kicks off with a deep dive into new index
strategies gaining popularity in the market as well a
series of case studies on innovative investment ideas
that can be used in structured products. The final
session of the day focuses on everything Fintech –
from platforms on which to build and buy a structured
product to pricing and risk analytics tools.
We are excited to bring the conference to a close with
the first ever SRP China Awards ceremony, where
SRP will crown the best-in-class across fifteen critical
categories. This is your chance to celebrate in style
with your peers and we hope you’ll be joining us on the
night.
Best regards,

Jack Stannard

Head of Business Development | SRP

While this boom in volumes is largely driven by recent
changes in regulation, Chinese investors are not new
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“SRP is one of the
best conferences
in the financial
industry”
DESJARDIN

WHY ATTEND?
Following six successful conferences in Singapore, SRP is excited to be launching a second event in Asia, this time in Shanghai. The conference brings together senior
representatives from retail and commercial banks, securities’ houses, investment banks, asset managers and index providers as well as law firms, regulatory bodies and
Fintech firms to network and debate the unique challenges and opportunities of the Chinese market. The conference culminates in SRP’s inaugural China Awards which
recognize the best in the structured products business. As the only dedicated structured products conference in China mainland, this is a must-attend event if you want to
keep abreast of the latest happening in this growing and vibrant industry.

100+
SENIOR DELEGATES

20+

EXPERT SPEAKERS

Gain actionable insight into the latest regulatory frameworks
Explore opportunities with local and international market leaders
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CONFERENCE AGENDA
08.15

Registration & breakfast

09.00

Welcome address
Jack STANNARD, head of business development, APAC, SRP

09.10

Global Market Overview

Be updated on the global structured products market:
•

How are products and investment strategies adapting to changing market conditions?

•

What challenges and opportunities lie ahead?

•

What does the future hold for our industry?

Tiago FERNANDES, managing director, SRP
09.45

Panel discussion: The evolving face of Chinese structured products

Evaluate the particularities of China’s structured product market and its investment profiles and hear from industry leaders
about how they are going about expanding the industry.
•

With the majority of securities trading deriving from retail investors, explore strategies to encourage investors to
embrace complex structured products, grow demand and amplify sales; and

•

Explore investor profiles in China, find out how they are using structured products and discover the nuances involved
in appealing to each group.

Panellists:
Chu WU, derivatives manager, China Minsheng Bank
Li FANG, structured products manager, Ping An Bank
Daphne TAN, head of treasury products, DBS Bank
Yu Wei LI, investment manager, Guangfa Bank
Grace XU, SVP, CITIC Securities
Moderator: Kevin Fan, executive director, head of equity derivatives marketing, JP Morgan

10.30

Networking coffee break

CLICK HERE FOR SPEAKING OPPORTUNITIES
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11.00

Tried-and-tested strategies: Lessons from overseas markets
Presentations from leading global innovators deconstruct the development of the structured product market overseas and
the strategies that can be implemented in China to facilitate growth.
•

Get to grips with strategies, from awareness raising to the use of user-friendly platforms, that are being used to drive
more engagement with structured products;

•

Hear about the new structures that manufacturers are designing to overcome today’s negative interest rate
environment; and

•

As Chinese funds begin adopting ESG investment strategies, discover how other markets are developing in light of
growing demand for ESG products.

Presenters:
Mathias STRASSER, chief executive officer, Wallstreetdocs
John LAU, executive director - head, treasury products & specialists, UOB
James CHU, investment director, Reyker
Alexandre WERNO, head of strategic partnerships and jvs, Asia Pacific, BNP Paribas Asset Management
11.40

Panel Discussion: Get to grips with the latest regulations and ensure you are compliant to offer a more efficient,
transparent service

Presentations from leading global innovators deconstruct the development of the structured product market overseas and
the strategies that can be implemented in China to facilitate growth.
•
•

Deconstruct the latest banking regulations and get to grips with the processes and practices you should invest in to
ensure your company remains compliant; and
Gain best practices in how to design and sell legally compliant structured products that offer enhanced returns to
investors and keep regulators happy.

Panellists:
Simon ZHANG, counsel, Linklaters
Priscilla CHEN, partner - finance practice, Ashurst
Lei FAN, senior counsel, FenXun Partners
Moderator: Richard CAO, legal head of markets and securities services, Citibank
12.15

Networking Lunch Break

13.30

Indices: Internationalising the Chinese structured products market
Track the evolution of indexes in China and explore how their development can help drive the uptake of structured products.
•

Can growing global connections and increased collaboration between Chinese and global indexes propel the Chinese
and Asian structured products markets?; and

•

From smart beta indexation and multi-asset indexes to ESG, compare and contrast China’s newest indexes and discover
how using them can improve performance.

Presenters:
Fei SONG, head of global market - China, Citic Bank Asset Management
Chen NI, investment manager, China Minsheng Bank Asset Management
Feiran LIU, VP - equities derivatives, CITIC Securities
Ye DING, executive director - equity derivatives, Huatai Securities
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CONFERENCE AGENDA
14.15

Innovative investment strategies
From the ageing population to robotics, case studies explore how innovative investment strategies can be used to offer
diversification and maximise returns.
•

Uncover the role of mid-tier banks in growing the Chinese structured deposit market;

•

Discover how quantitative investment strategies are being used to fulfil investor objectives; and

•

Implement cross-asset diversification by getting to grips with best strategies to stabilise performance and better
manage risk.

Presenters:
Warren KWAN, chief investment officer, LW Fund, Diamond Head Capital Asset Management (HK)
Moderator: Jihye HWANG, asia reporter, SRP
15.00

Networking Coffee Break

15.15

Fintech platforms: the future of private wealth and asset management?

With the growing capabilities of fintech platforms shifting the roles of industry stakeholders, discover how technology is
being used to overcome challenges facing the structured products industry.

•
•
•

Learn how the latest technologies, from cloud computing to artificial intelligence, can help grow your offering and
facilitate risk management.
Use big data and analytics to optimise pricing and allow for independent portfolio valuation.
Discover how the latest regtech products facilitate compliance with new and existing financial regulations.

Presenters:
Thomas EITENMUELLER, managing partner, Lucht Probst Associates
Rick CHAU, managing director & head of Asia Pacific, STOXX
Max XU, head of China retail bank, Citi
Long LEE, head of financial products – Asia, Vontobel
Ling WANG, head of technology, Huatai Securities
16.15

Closing Remarks

16.30

Drinks Reception, followed by Awards Dinner & Ceremony

CLICK HERE FOR SPEAKING OPPORTUNITIES
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C H I N A AWA R D S C E R E M O N Y 2 0 1 9
The first day of the conference will be followed by the highly anticipated Awards Ceremony. SRP’s China Awards are designed to
recognise the best buy and sell-side companies as well as the best service providers and distributors. Being the award that matters to the
industry, it is a must attend event.

Reasons to Attend:

GAIN PUBLIC RECOGNITION
With brand-building amongst
Europe’s top Structured Products
& Derivatives players

GAIN COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
From attending the event you will
be one of the first to know which
companies are leading the industry

HOST YOUR CLIENTS
and thank them for a successful
partnership

THANK YOUR TEAM
and show your appreciation for all
their hard work with a glamourous
high-profile evening

Join us for the evening to celebrate the best in the industry, relax with a few drinks, excellent food and great entertainment.

CLICK HERE TO BOOK YOUR PLACE AT THE AWARDS
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PREVIOUS SPONSORS OF SRP EVENTS
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SECURE YOUR PLACE NOW

SRP China Conference

REGISTER NOW

Buyside

Sellside

Free

Please contact Jack Stannard at
Jack@structuredretailproducts.com

or

Call us on +85 234 166 674

VENUE
THE RITZ-CARLTON PUDONG, SHANGHAI
Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong,
200120, China
T: +86 21 2020 1888
www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghaipudong
SRP has negotiated a specially discounted room rate for delegates requiring
overnight accommodation in Shanghai. Once you have confirmed your
registration for the conference, we will provide details on how to book your
room at the discounted rate.
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EVENTS CALENDAR
SRP Europe
Conference 2019

1200+

SRP China
Conference 2019

February 2020 | London

SRP Nordic
September 2019 | Shanghai
Structured Products &
Derivatives Conference 2019

TOTAL NO OF DELEGATES

SRP Americas
Conference 2019

26 September 2019 | Stockholm

May 2020 | Chicago

60%

BUYSIDE ATTENDANCE

SRP Singapore
Conference 2019
April 2020 | Singapore

48%

SRP France
Conference 2019

C-LEVEL DELEGATES

June 2020| Paris

SRP Americas
Indexed Insurance Forum 2019

SRP Africa
Conference 2020

11-12 September 2019 | Des Moines

March 2020 | Cape Town

430+
NO OF COMPANIES
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